STOCK ITEMS

Keystones

- Rock Faced or Smooth Faced
- Keystone measurements vary by height only

Column Caps

- Rock Faced Edges
- Peak Height 4” Smooth Faced only

Window Sills

- One Edge Rock Faced
- 3’ & 4’ Sills also available in 3” bed depth

Address Numbers

- Single Numbers ‘0’ through ‘9’ Numbers are 4” tall
- Three Digit Numbers Numbers are 4” tall
- Four Digit Numbers Numbers are 4” tall

Benches

- Available with Granite topped Limestone Seat

NON-STOCK ITEMS (Most shapes and sizes available per quote)

Arches

Hearths & Mantles

Banding

Headers

Coping

Water Tables

Quoins

All pieces available in Sawed Face, Rock Faced, or Beveled Face

LIMESTONE FABRICATION: Indiana Limestone • Silverdale Limestone • Cottonwood Limestone • Mankato Limestone
ENGRAVING: Signs • Benches • Headstones • Boulders
STONE VENEER: Full Veneer • Thin Stone
LANDSCAPE STONE: Fieldstone • Flagstone • Edging • Retaining Wall • Steps
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